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from electronic and ambient music to jazz influences, from world and early music to trance and new age.

13 MP3 Songs WORLD: World Fusion, JAZZ: World Fusion Details: To define the musical style of Terre

Differenti it is not an easy task. Many different elements contribute to it: from electronic and ambient

music to jazz influences, from world and early music to trance and new age. Why a name like Terre

Differenti? In Italian the word "terra" has a lot of different meanings. Terra is the soil and this means

primitive, material concepts. The usage of a different and new alchemical element. Terra is the clay, and

in arts we can use different clays to produce sculpture and colors. Terre differenti means also different

lands, so unknown places to reach after a long journey. Or different worlds, in space and time to discover.

"Cloud Shapers" is a song inspired to the beautiful landscapes created by the clouds in the sky. It has an

inner strength given by crescendos of electric guitar solo, synths and world percussion. "The witches and

the desert" is a percussive middle east oriented piece inspired by a photo of three red dressed woman in

the desert. It talks with a red tongue of sand. If only one word could be used to describe this disc, it would

be "incredible." This is a rich new ground of musical fertility that Italian composer Fabio Armani is

exploring. The diversity, which has been brought together in such complete and total harmonic pleasure

on this disc, is almost mystifying in the sum of all its parts. There's everything from jazz riffs to elegant

and spiritual oriental pieces, all blended in a disc that is not only memorable, but a real "trip." There are

almost as many meanings for the title of the disc as there are musical backgrounds taking part in the

project. Whichever way you choose to take it, this is a journey to a strange yet very intriguing and

beautiful new land, filled with so much possibility it is fairly dripping from each and every note. This disc is

a project of monumental undertaking, but worth all the time, heart and soul that was put in by all involved.

This was a labour of love, the love of music and the exploration of sound. This is the disc you want to
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relax with, to explore the corners of your own mind, and unwind -- to rejuvenate the soul. Terre Differenti

is well worth the listen, again and again
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